**FEATURE DATASHEET**

**Accelerate Time to Market with Component & IP Bill of Materials Planning Module**

Gain a better understanding of resource requirements, make informed build-or-buy decisions, and get to market sooner.

The **Component & IP Bill of Materials (CIPB) Planning Module** is an add-on feature available in Helix IPLM (Formerly Methodics IPLM) that makes creation of the Bill of Materials more efficient and dynamic.

The CIPB Planning Module allows teams to plan more effectively by using IP models or “placeholders” for to-be-determined IP components. That means you can progress to the design process sooner, ultimately accelerating your time to market.

**Optimize Planning & Increase IP Reuse**

A unique capability in the IPLM space, the CIPB Planning Module add-on allows you to:

- Create plans using both real and placeholder IPs for current and upcoming projects.
- Extend your IP catalog to include planned IPs, in-progress IPs and complete IPs – all in the same interface – for better visibility on planned work and more informed build-or-buy decisions.
- Avoid “reinventing the wheel” by tracing requirements across planned IPs and IPs already in the system.
- Match new SoC requirements to existing IPs in the system to better understand resource requirements and increase IP reuse.

Accelerate time to market and optimize IP reuse with Helix IPLM’s **CIPB Planning Module**. **Contact us** today to learn more.